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Posts:142
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quote reply / 

The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#0, by roccman, 29 August 2011 02:25 PM

The 2nd most popular tin foil site was destroyed 2 weeks ago:
 
http://forum4.aimoo.com/theunhivedmind

here are the cliff notes to the recovered parts of the original site:

The Ptolemaic Papal Nobility Bloodlines
Now we come to the real omega point of control over this global conspiracy as we find the Papal
Nobility bloodlines of old going back to the Ptolemaic dynasty era of Egypt. Notice who
commissioned the Knights of the Virgin Mary IHS as the Society of Jesus and this was Alessandro
Farnese. These are most powerful bloodlines in existence such as the House of Aldobrandini along
with the House of Orsini. The Knights of the Virgin Mary IHS are merely a gatekeeper for this level
of hidden power. The Borgia family also came within this level along with the Medici. Note how the
Medici were bred into the Orsini bloodline for status. Now the connection of the Borghese to the
Aldobrandini bloodline. These are what you may wish to term the Grey Knights or the Supèrieur
Inconnu. 
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The Knights of the Virgin Mary IHS (Revived Templars)
These Knights originate from Spain who were once known as the Los Alumbrados. These are the
revived Knights Templar of old who've reclaimed their powers and extended them over their enemy
the Vatican and once fellow Crusaders. The Knights of Malta fell to their power in 1798 and the
Vatican between 1814-1870. I suggest you study their origins in the Kingdom of Aragon controlled
by the Borgia family. Please note their founder under the name of the Society of Jesus and he was
Francis Borgia tied to the Grandmaster of the Order of Montesa. The Pope did not kill off all the
Knights Templar. A small band of these were allowed to stay in Aragon but under a different name.
The Society of Jesus as they're now called were the first religious order to be allowed to deal
commercially since the Knights Templar of old. May I remind everyone that Loyola was a Gentile
from Spain and not a crypto-Judiac. He lived in the castle Casa-Solar in the Biscayan Provinces. The
Order's old war rooms were in Villa Caprarola in Lazio, Italy! The Order now rules from the Curia
Generalizia in the sovereign, Borgo Santo Spirito next door to the Vatican. Their control is via the
spiritual power of the sovereign Vatican City, the military power of the sovereign Washington D.C.
and finally the financial power of the Sovereign City of London home of The Crown and its Crown
Agents and Livery power of the old British Empire controlled since 1215 by the Knights Templar.
 
The Brotherhood of Zeus & Kronos
The core of the control over Planet Earth's populace lies in the ancient cults of Zeus and Kronos.
These cults are still in existence to this very day. Following the most ancient religions mixed with
sexual worship. The main cults are the worship of the Planet Jupiter (Zeus) and his father Saturn
(Kronos). Israel is located on the land formerly known as Canaan. Canaan was the most advanced
post deluvian civilization on Earth. Outstripping both Egypt and Sumer in all areas. Now the center
of trade, Holy land and soon the Divine Dragon's open 'Latin Kingdom', when the Luciferian Vatican
moves from Rome to Canaan.
 
The New World Order (Temporal Power)
The New World Order is a fascist system of control over the global populace as one within the aeon
of Aquarius. Where by a whole new culture, lifestyle and society must be formed almost completely
different to the old one of the past. This is why we see such extensive mind reframing and social
engineering going on in front of our very eyes on the populaces and their belief systems being erased
by new belief systems handed to them by the likes of Common Purpose (UK) and also Common
Cause (US). Pedro Arrupe SJ was preparing his Knights of the Virgin Mary IHS for the coming New
World Order a long time before his Knight of Malta, George H.W. Bush of the Deutsche
Verteidigungs Dienst came out with the term in the 90s. People of the U.S. should beware of The
Crown's use of the Senior Executive Service. 
Knights of Malta Intelligence network false flags
The Knights of Malta need to advance their agenda amongst the public. They know the public will
not accept their agenda so they create a crisis. This crisis utilizes `fear' as the weapon which makes
the public buckle up and follow the agenda. This is known as `Ordo Ab Chao' amongst the hierarchy
leadership secret societies, meaning `Order out of Chaos.' Its also known as problem-reaction-
solution and the solution is always the hidden agenda. Try to check out `Operation Northwoods' for
more information. 9-11 was carried out by the DVD, The Crown, and utilising elements of Israeli
intelligence. 
 
Knights of Malta Intelligence network dope trade
The true role of these Intelligence networks is the protection of the commerce system its that simple.
British SIS control all the agencies from the Pakistani ISI, MOSSAD to the CIA. Remember on they
created them all. British SIS are the leaders of the Global Drugs Trade which is simply a method of
dumbing the people down whilst using cleaned up drug money laundered through the Stock Market
companies to keep the economy going. Right now the Economy is in trouble and has been for a
while. Notice the increase in drugs on the street at cut prices? Pioneer researchers in this field were
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Brain Downing Quig & Gary Webb, guess where they are now? In a wooden box, DEAD! Mike
Ruppert has some excellent information on this subject. Whilst Oil is only $110 a barrel, the Heroin
trade is worth $20 million a barrel and when cut it brings in $60-80 million. Welcome to the Knights
of Malta and their The Crown's dirtiest dealings. Remember the connection of Sicily to the heroin
trade and note how King Juan Carlos controls this region via his House of Bourbon power. The very
house which is the Farnese continuum today. Also study the role of The Worshipful Company of
Apothecaries controlling Dope Inc. 
 
Surveillance Network
Surveillance network The Knights of Malta wish to lock the people into the biggest enslavement
known, far exceeding the Dark Ages when we were all once overtly controlled by the Vatican. This
time though they wish to know everything about you and your exact location 24/7 utilizing
microchip implants and computer systems such as the BEAST in Brussels. You'll see more and more
ID card systems being brought in, along with fingerprinting and Iris scanning. Chips will be made
fashionable and forced by certain employers and to be able to purchase goods and foods. Its coming
folks and once in you wont be able to hide. If you don't accept the mark then you'll simply not be
able to buy/sell etc. When the Knights of Malta have full control over everything on this Planet you
certainly will not eat if you oppose them. Make note of The Worshipful Company of Fuellers and
The Worshipful Company of Information Technologists.
 
Knights of Malta World commerce system
The Knights of Malta control all finance & banking and they're known as 'the greatest merchants on
Earth'. All commerce along with yourself is controlled by the Universal Postal Union in Berne,
Switzerland for The Crown controlling the likes of the Worshipful Company of International
Bankers along with the Guild of International Bankers all controlled by the Knights of Malta. This is
the Oleron system of Code and Rule over the populace removing your rights as a sovereign being of
the Divine who's blood flows and flesh lives. They've trapped you within a system known as the
Uniform Commercial Code based on Vatican Canon Law. You're simply a Maritime Admiralty
product due to being born of your mother's water from her birth canal. The ancient symbolism of
Venus rules over business, the five pointed star. International Banking was created by the Vatican's
Knights Templars known as The Crown today which was taken over in the 14th Century by the
Knights of Malta now commanded by Grandmaster, Matthew Festing who's also a Cardinal in the
College of Cardinals. You'll find that both the Equestrian Order of the Holy Sepulchre of Jerusalem
along with Opus Dei are active in the financial World. The Sepulchre are the masters of the Knights
of Malta and the leading Crusading order today other than the revived Spanish Templars ruling the
roost known as the Knights of the Virgin Mary IHS. 
Knights of Malta economic Depression
Full economic collapse is about to occur at any second. The Knights of Malta controlling The Crown
and the Worshipful Company of International Bankers, Guild of International Bankers and The
Bankers Club desire a complete collapse of their current economic system Worldwide. The economy
being a great modern control over the global populace as people no longer are taught to grow their
own food and be indepenent. The Canon Law based Uniform Commerical Code (Oleron Law)
financial system currently in place will eventually be replaced with an I.M.F backed system ready
for the completion of an electronic only, non cash society which will also be a single World
Company Inc currency by 2019. All controlled by the Universal Postal Union in Berne, Switzerland.
In the meantime the populaces are to suffer and be bought back to the Dark Ages under the Papal
Nobility and their Praetorian Guard known as the Knights of the Virgin Mary IHS. They've hinted
about this covertly in Subliminals and more as far back as 1987 with films like 'The Running Man'
take a look at its opening upward scroll text at the beginning of the film. We're about to enter a
decade or more of deep poverty and severe lifestyle change. 
Knights of Malta Temporal Power Crusade
Russia, China, Brazil, Syria, Iran, Venezuela, Cuba, India forming to defeat the Western New World
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Order or so we're led to believe. Any news on these places can be added here along with WAR
information! Its the Knight of the Virgin Mary controlled Knights of Malta Crusade for the full
control and creation of their One World Government. Note how The Pentagon of the Department of
Defense originated with the Farnese Papal Bloodline and their Villa Farnese in Luzio, Italy. This is
the Knights of the Virgin Mary IHS using their proxy military force commanded from 'little Rome'
Washington D.C. as the bully boy bringing back Temporal Power this time Worldwide live never
before. 
The Crusade on Iran and it's Caliph
The Crusade on Iran and it's Caliph The Praetorian Guard (Knights of the Virgin Mary IHS) soon
want war on Iran as part of an ongoing agenda to destroy of the divinity of thee Shia Caliph. No one
can challenge the Pope's Spiritual and Temporal power. The Pope's Spiritual power granted in
606AD, his Temporal power in 756AD. His right to exclusive Deity in 1215AD & exclusive
Infallibility in 1870AD. The Shia are the only threat to the Pope's Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem and
therefore must be destroyed before the revived Babylon is birthed. A Babylon with Jerusalem as its
spiritual capital whilst Dubai is the financial capital and Iraq is the political capital of the future
Temporal Power global society known as the New World Order. Lebanon being the current power
over the Middle East for the Roman Empire. Also note how Iran never signed up the Knight of
Malta, Heinz Kissinger's oil for U.S. National debt interest payments, just the same as Iraq never
did. 
Gun control and the 2nd Amendment of America
The Knights of Malta wish for an unarmed populace which can be easily governed under their
fascist Global governance about to laid down. An unarmed populace cannot defend itself from
tyrannical leaders. Crime rates fall where Guns are held by the populace. This reduces chaos! The
Jesuits wish for chaos, so you'll except their fascist order. Never let the guns be removed from the
people. Once the arms are rounded up by foreign U.N MJTF (Fincen) troops, the American people
will be made aware of something huge. This will be notice that the U.S Constitution has been dead
since 1945 but especially since 1992 and that the Congress is redundant. The land is no longer the
United States but in fact the United Nations. This has been the case due to the Charter of the United
Nations being accepted. Just study those once U.S. National Parks. 
 
Global Police state post democratic society
As the Knights of Malta, Global governance rolls through so does the militarization of the
Governments police forces. We now see a gradual increase in fascist thug actions upon the peoples
of our lands especially with the deadly taser. All designed for subordination to the Police state in the
post democratic society as stated numerous times within the Lisbon Treaty. 
 
Precious metal investment & true wealth
Once you realize that paper ca$h is tra$h then you need precious metals to preserve and maybe
increase your wealth through times of hardship in the economy. Right now you should be investing a
large percentage of your wealth into physical Gold & Silver bullion. The later being the better of the
two in the long run as it goes extinct around 2019! Silver also has a long way to go just to match the
old 16:1 ratio against gold. Thus Silver is the one to watch and its very rare these days. Study now
how to get into this arena and fast. The Knights of Malta still use bullion to this day behind closed
doors but don't wish you to have the pleasure. Gold and Silver are the only legal tender in the U.S.
under the Constitution. 
Mass civil unrest, disobedience, protest and strikes
Theres an agenda to create endless rioting in order to help break down society and bring in
acceptance amongst the populace for Martial Law in the coming post democratic society. All as
unemployment rates rise to economic Depression figures and worse whilst taxes get higher and
people can no longer afford to live. This is unfortunately the post industrial/democratic zero growth
society wished for by the Knights of Malta. Watch as security guards and traffic wardens take local
duties of Police officers whilst the Police officers tackle the civil disobedience. Expect regular
almost constant rioting from the end of 2014 onwards as the Depression and New World Order
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comes well into play. 

 
this seems very telling
 
anyone else have a take?

pamela
member - Silver Monarch

Posts:1834
Joined:01 November 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#1, by pamela, 29 August 2011 02:47 PM

glad you put this over here Roc, I bet someone here will know more about it.

doomer breaking news now!
endofempirenews.blogspot.com/
my outsider art
paturner.blogspot.com/

chesire
member - Silver Monarch

Posts:1195
Joined:26 October 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#2, by chesire, 29 August 2011 02:53 PM

more like if you piss off thousands of people ,keep all your shit archived offline in more than one place so things
like this are not a complete debacle. just reload on new platform and keep going , since the list of people who
want oxley offline is most likely very very very long. 

like the old video game mantra  save early  save often so you don't have to start all over

jafo
member - Silver Monarch
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Posts:1173
Joined:27 October 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#3, by jafo, 29 August 2011 03:05 PM

"Destroyed" how?  Does anyone have details?

(1am here, so I'm not about to go searching/reading.. gonna go crash now)

"The only people who call conspiracies
'theories' are the conspirators."
- Weidner's Third Law of the Universe

roccman
member - Tin Warrior

Posts:142
Joined:28 October 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#4, by roccman, 29 August 2011 03:06 PM

more like if you piss off thousands of people ,keep all your shit archived offline in more than one
place so things like this are not a complete debacle. just reload on new platform and keep going ,
since the list of people who want oxley offline is most likely very very very long. 
like the old video game mantra  save early  save often so you don't have to start all over

-chesire

ok, but what is your view on the content?

is juan carlos the king of the world?

chesire
member - Silver Monarch

Posts:1195
Joined:26 October 2010
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Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#5, by chesire, 29 August 2011 04:11 PM

ok, but what is your view on the content?is juan carlos the king of the world?

-roccman

the sheep get the sheperds they deserve. and more or less all roads lead too rome .

roccman
member - Tin Warrior

Posts:142
Joined:28 October 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#6, by roccman, 29 August 2011 05:02 PM

yep - juan carlos is a direct blood line to the Ptolemaic Dynasty of Egypt...and the sheperds are crazed about all
things egyptian.

so - the UHM - seems to be in the five ring

ericreinhardt2003
member - Silver Monarch

Posts:4405
Joined:26 October 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#7, by ericreinhardt2003, 29 August 2011 07:18 PM

2nd most popular tinfoil site? I had never heard of it . . . and I'm the King of Tin!! ; ) Site that is there now only
has 53 members. Appears to be a replacement site. Thanks for saving that good material roccman.
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anonymous1159478
guest -

Posts:6116
Joined:26 October 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#8, by anonymous1159478, 29 August 2011 09:33 PM

Like eric, I've been around the tinfoil sites, and I know THE most popular is supposed to be Above Top Secret. 
GLP always (seemingly) has a few thousand people on at one time.  I know they have a bunch of posts.

I've never heard of this.  *put on tinfoil hat*  But how interesting that someone is putting out THE SECOND
MOST POPULAR TINFOIL SITE DESTROYED, and then quickly following up with a bunch of TOP SECRET
things that "somebody" didn't want anyone to know.

Call me skeptical.....

chesire
member - Silver Monarch

Posts:1195
Joined:26 October 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#9, by chesire, 29 August 2011 10:10 PM

http://www.vaticanassassins.org/tag/craig-oxley/

He is perhaps more well recognized as a colleague of the author of vatican assasins eric phelps.

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/archivos_pdf/vatican_assassins.pdf

roccman
member - Tin Warrior

Posts:142
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Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#10, by roccman, 29 August 2011 10:55 PM

within top ten...saw a site yesterday it was #2

who knows -

http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/top-10-conspiracy-web-sites/

ericreinhardt2003
member - Silver Monarch

Posts:4405
Joined:26 October 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#11, by ericreinhardt2003, 29 August 2011 11:48 PM

Good points, mtlouie and excellent links, chesire. That top 10 ranking goes back to 2009 roccman---thanks for
that link too.

powerdown
guest -

Posts:525
Joined:02 March 2012

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#12, by powerdown, 29 August 2011 11:51 PM

"Popularity' is a magnet for both the cream and the dregs, how would you have rated this site on the whole
before it was "destroyed", Roccman ?
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tlr1138
member - Silver Monarch

Posts:1785
Joined:05 November 2010

quote reply / 

Re: The Unhived Mind DESTROYED

#13, by tlr1138, 30 August 2011 12:15 AM

I've never heard of it before.

Well, I guess I don't get any of that. The Ptolemaic dynasty in Egypt was started by one of Alexander the Great's
generals, Ptolemy, not exactly a royal bloodline. It was ended when the Romans took over in 30 BC. I don't see
the connection with the Papacy, which came along quite a bit later.

And King Juan Carlos of Spain is related to the Ptolemaic dynasty? How do you make that connection?

"Forget about whether or not all the bogymen we’ve invented or divined are real, the big question is this: Are we
real?" - Thomas Ligotti
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Zetatalk will probably have something to say about this. I suspect that all ...
by ericreinhardt2003, 19 minutes ago
A revamping of the management team is clearly in order. ; ) This is worse than ...
by ericreinhardt2003, 22 minutes ago
    ...
by emeline, 49 minutes ago
The First Wireless, Implantable Brain-Computer Interface Will Help Us Move ...
by periol, 1 hour, 10 minutes ago
just because the bot somehow broke the primary containment doesn't mean he ...
by periol, 1 hour, 13 minutes ago
Hmmm eric, so our little plan worked huh and you are really a BIG, GREEN, ...
by emeline, 1 hour, 27 minutes ago
    A new study offers more compelling evidence that life expectancy for some ...
by emeline, 1 hour, 30 minutes ago
are you human?
by periol, 1 hour, 41 minutes ago
http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index1663.htm
by ericreinhardt2003, 1 hour, 46 minutes ago
Don't know if this happened with anyone else, but a new letter sequence ...
by ericreinhardt2003, 1 hour, 47 minutes ago
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